
Blume Logistics

Holistic Operating Platform

Blume Logistics is a suite of solutions leveraging Blume’s digital operating platform for managing 
international and domestic shipping. Blume Logistics can replace or compliment your existing TMS and is 
already directly connected to a large network of transportation providers. Via the Blume Network, you can 
leverage freight forwarders, brokers and carriers directly or adopt a hybrid model to move goods via ocean, 
air and ground. It allows you to successfully orchestrate, optimize and observe the movement of goods 
every move, every mode and every mile.
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Blume Logistics

Our Global Network

Blume Global supports customers and trading partners globally from the San Francisco Bay Area, Boston Metro, 
Chicago, Europe, India and Hong Kong. Our network and solutions provide thousands of users visibility and 
actionable insights for every move, every mode, every mile.

Capabilities to Transform Your Operations

Collective Intelligence Benefits
Blume provides collective intelligence gained from interactions
between people combined with data collected from the Blume 
network. This allows you to plan shipments, move cargo with ease, 
maintain visibility, receive alerts when shipments are at risk of being 
late, plan and take corrective action and audit and pay invoices. By 
adopting a holistic transportation management system powered by 
collective intelligence you’ll be able to scale your operations through 
automation, manage your costs and provide on-demand, accurate 
and real-time statuses, including real-time eta updates, to your 
customers.

International Shipping
With Blume Logistics, you can more efficiently plan and book air, 
ocean and railroad capacity, move cargo end-to-end with ease 
including first and last mile, accrue cost and audit and pay invoices all 
in one system. In addition, gain end-to-end visibility leveraging 
real-time information with insights. Improve execution and optimize 
moves with insight into behavior from locations including seaports, 
airports, railroads, distribution centers, and cross docks. By 
leveraging Blume’s extensive network of carriers, freight forwarders 
and locations, you will start receiving value within weeks.

Domestic Shipping
Blume Logistics enables you to select the best mode (Rail, FTL, LTL or 
Parcel) and carrier given the origin, destination, cargo & due date, 
cost, sustainability and risk into consideration leveraging Blume’s 
digital operating platform. This will enable you to more efficiently 
optimize and execute moves, avoiding delays and increasing 
customer satisfaction.

Benefits
Operational Impact
• Comprehensive view of your logistics
   network including rates, routes,       
   carriers & locations
• Full transportation order transparency
   and accuracy
• Shipment events & PODs captured and
   reported within minutes
• Seamless event-based milestone            
   reporting, elimination of manual     
   processes
• Review and benchmark carrier    
   performance metrics

Service Impact
• Deliver exceptional customer     
   experience by providing end-to-end        
   shipment visibility with hot shipment      
   watch list and late shipment alerts
• Enhance relations with carriers   
   through contract collaboration and      
   ability to participate in spot market        
   buys

Financial Impact
• Gain early insight into unexpected
   transportation costs through   
   estimated accessorial and fuel   
   surcharge accrued costs
• Pre-approval of excess charges   
   reduces freight audit discrepancies
• Execute logistics moves across modes
   while optimizing spend
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